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Abstract

In this presentation the TOSMANA (Tool for Small-N Analysis) software is described.

TOSMANA is a tool for case-based comparative analysis, implementing existing techniques

as 4XDOLWDWLYH�&RPSDUDWLYH�$QDO\VLV (QCA) as well as new approaches for macro-qualitative

comparative analysis. The different parts of TOSMANA are explained and some ideas on

further development are introduced.
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��� &UHDWLQJ�D�QHZ�WRRO�IRU�SROLWLFDO�DQDO\VLV
The method of 4XDOLWDWLYH�&RPSDUDWLYH� $QDO\VLV as introduced to social science by Ragin

(1987) has been used to explore several areas in political and social research (for a listing see

DeMeur/Rihoux 2002). One problem arising using QCA is the compulsory use of

dichotomous variables. Every variable has to be transformed fitting into a scale of {0;1}

indicating if a condition is true (value 1) or not (value 0). This may result in a significant loss

of data precision, as cases very different from each other are assigned the same Boolean value

while cases close to each other may be assigned different values.

In his book on )X]]\�6HW�6RFLDO�6FLHQFH, Ragin (2000) introduces fuzzy-sets with which it is

possible to transform (or directly classify) data in an interval or ordinal scale from 0 (fully

out) to 1 (fully in). Thereby it is possible to classify cases as intermediate cases. Using the

fuzzy-set method, sufficient and necessary conditions are then found using probabilistic

methods. TOSMANA uses multi-value scales as well. But instead of applying probabilistic

criteria, the idea of Boolean synthesis is kept. The idea for processing the data as multi-valued

Boolean expressions was (once again) found in papers of Electronic Engineers at the

University of Berkeley (MVSIS Group), which are using multi-valued synthesis for circuit

reduction (see Brayton/Khadri 1999). But as there are differences in the nature of data used in

electronic engineering and social science and different purposes for its applications exists, the

decision was made to create an own software package. This software includes also major

elements of QCA3.0 (Drass/Ragin 1992) and fs/QCA (Ragin/Drass 2002) so that no extra

training has to be done to get started with this new tool for researchers familiar with QCA.

This paper is a first summary of the development of TOSMANA, which has now reached a

first release with the current version 1.1. I am aware that the software is far from perfect, and

that there are still some bugs. Everyone finding such an error is asked to report them to the

author.1

Good software can only be created when other people are willing to test it and give a feedback

of its use. Therefore I would like to thank everyone giving hints on errors and adding new

ideas to the development. A special mention has to go to Dirk Berg-Schlosser, Gisèle De

Meur, and Sakura Yamasaki for the many explanations and improving comments given

during the past development phase.

                                                
1 The current release of TOSMANA (version 1.1) can be retrieved at the web site http://www.tosmana.net where
a manual is also available.
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��� 7KH�&RPSRQHQWV�RI�WKH�7RVPDQD�3URMHFW
When TOSMANA was begun, it was meant as an implementation of multi-valued variables

into QCA. But as the realisation of the software went on, many ideas on possible further

developments were pursued, so that at the present stage, the TOSMANA project is divided

into three major parts (which are, of course, related to each other). The core of the

TOSMANA applications contains the GUI (Graphic User Interface) and software structure for

the synthesis of Boolean data sets for Qualitative Comparative Analysis as introduced by

Ragin (1987) and the extension to multi-valued data sets (Cronqvist 2003b). Furthermore not

only the synthesis of data sets is processed by the software, but also tools for editing, revising

and classifying data are included. The “Thresholdsetter” is a first example. Finally, an

emphasis is laid on didactic purposes. Understanding QCA is difficult for first time users.

Therefore, some visual aids are included in the software, indicating the synthesis process in an

intuitive way. The “Visualizer” is an example for such a tool, which can present up to four

dichotomous variables in a diagram illustrating the idea of Boolean synthesis.

The programming language used to realise TOSMANA easily allows including the synthesis

algorithm(s) to a new generation of web applications, which opens new possibilities for the

use of an integrated online course on the subject.

����� �09��4&$
MVQCA stands for 0XOWL� 9DOXH� 4XDOLWDWLYH� &RPSDUDWLYH� $QDO\VLV and is, as the name

suggests, an extension of 4XDOLWDWLYH� &RPSDUDWLYH� $QDO\VLV (QCA). It retains the idea of

performing a synthesis of the data set with the result that cases with the same value of the

outcome variable are explained by a parsimonious solution. The solution contains one or

several WHUPV which each explain a number of cases with this outcome, while no cases with a

different outcome are explained by any of the terms�
While QCA only allows dichotomous variables to be processed, MVQCA also includes multi-

value variables in the analysis. In fact, MVQCA is a generalisation of QCA, and each multi-

value variable can also be treated as a dichotomous variable2. Therefore, data sets used with

QCA can also be processed with MVQCA. Using multi-valued variables is not completely

new to QCA. In fs/qca (Ragin / Drass 2002) the possibility exists to include a multi-value

variable coded into several dichotomous dummy variables. But transforming multi-valued

                                                
2 The binary scale consisting of the values 0 and 1 is equal to the multi-value scale with values between 0 and 1.
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data sets to dichotomous data sets has been shown to be unsatisfactory.3 A new algorithm to

handle multi-value data set synthesis has therefore been used in TOSMANA.4

7KH�PHWKRG
Multi-Value analysis requires that each variable is available on either an ordinal or a nominal

scale. As an example, the variable “ civil liberties” , which contains information about the

degree of civil liberties in a country, can be defined as an ordinal scaled variable with possible

values of 3 ��� ��� � � � ���	��
 � �	�  {“ none” ,” few” ,” most” ,” all” }, while the variable region, which contains

information on the geographical location of a country, is nominally scaled (like

3 ����� ����� ��������� ���  {“ center” ,” northern” ,” southern” ,” eastern” ,” western” }). This means that raw

interval scaled data has to be transformed into a multi value scale before it can be used with

MVQCA. To do so, a set of thresholds is defined, according to which the values are assigned.

In TOSMANA, the used values have to be taken from a continuous scale of natural numbers

starting with 0 (here {0,1,2,3} would be the scale for the variable FLYLO�OLEHUWLHV��
The syntax of MVQCA is identical to the syntax of QCA in most respects, but there is one

important difference: As variables can have more than two possible values, the use of

lowercase and uppercase letters to indicate the presence or absence of a condition cannot be

used. Instead, strict set notation is employed. While A*B in QCA was indicating that A as

well B are true, this has to be noted as A{1}*B{1} in MVQCA: Dichotomous variables have

two possible states FALSE (0) and TRUE (1). Consider Table 1. In this imaginary data set

there are four independent variables (A,B,C,D) explaining one dependent variable (O). Three

of the dependent variables are of a dichotomous nature, while one variable (B) is a

trichotomous variable with the possible values {0,1,2}. The independent variables for case &�
can be written as A{0}B{1}C{0}D{1} while the case &� is noted as A{1}B{2}C{0}D{1}.

                                                
3 This is mainly due to the fact, that many impossible logical combinations are created in such transformed data
sets, which slow down set synthesis significantly. Imagine a traffic light:  To make this example easy, the traffic
light has three possible values: Red, yellow, and green. Encoding the Multi-Value variable /LJKW�with
3� � ����
  ^UHG�\HOORZ�JUHHQ`�into three binary dummy variables (red,yellow,green) would result in the following
table:

MV Value            red value              yellow value        green value          
Red 1 0 0
Yellow 0 1 0
Green                    0                            0                            1                            

Now the point is that not only the upper (real) combinations will be created, but also all other possibilities will be
constructed. In reality, a combination like red=1 and green=1 will never occur in regular traffic light usage, but
the combination still occurs in the data matrix when including remainder cases in the analysis. This subject has
been discussed in depth by Brayton and Khatri (1999: 3)
4 A brief presentation of the algorithm can be found in a power point presentation available on the Tosmana web
site (see Cronqvist 2002)
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Every single appearance of a symbol of the type 9DULDEOH1DPH^9DOXH`�is called a literal. One

can say that a literal occurs if the value of a variable for a case is equal to the value of the

literal. (So here, the literal B{1} occurs in the cases C1 and C3). A literal can also be seen as a

Boolean function of a case being true if the literal is a subset of the logical expression of the

case. As it has already been done implicitly in this chapter, literals can be combined in

MVQCA in the way they are combined in QCA: The Boolean $1' is indicated by ⊗

meaning that both literals have to be true so that the new combined expression is true.

Normally the sign ⊗ is left out and the literals are just written next to each other. Also, the

Boolean 25� is indicated by ⊕. If two literals or combined expressions are combined by ⊕,

their new, combined expression is true for a case if one or both of the original expressions are

true.The normal + sign can also be used instead of ⊕. In Table 1, the combined expression

A{0}+B{1} is true for the cases &��&��&���DQG�&��

Case A B C D O
C1 0 1 0 1 0
C2 1 2 0 1 0
C3 1 1 0 0 0
C4 1 0 1 1 0
C5 0 0 0 0 1
C6 1 0 0 0 1
C7 0 2 1 1 1
C8 1 2 1 1 1

7DEOH����([DPSOH�PXOWL�YDOXH�VHW�

The purpose of MVQCA is the same as that of QCA. The main goal is to find a minimal

solution (combined expression) representing all cases having a specified outcome while not

explaining any of the other cases (=the Boolean function is FALSE for all cases with another

outcome5). For the cases with the outcome 1, B{0}C{0}+ B{2}C{1} is such a minimal

solution. Similarly to QCA, logical remainders – i.e. logical combinations of independent

variables that do not exist in the empirical cases observed – can be included in the analysis or

not. In this simple example they are included in the synthesis of the cases with the outcome

1.6

It must be mentioned that multi-value scales should not be used carelessly. Using too many

fine-graded scales will singularize cases, which makes a minimization pointless. But it will be

shown in the example below (and as I have shown elsewhere, Cronqvist 2003b), already the

                                                
5 The scale of the dependent variable may also be of a multi-value type.
6 A more detailed introduction of MVQCA can be found in Cronqvist 2003b.
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exchange of one dichotomous variable by a multi-valued scale with a few (in this case three)

values can improve the result of the minimization if the thresholds are set with care.

����� $GGLWLRQDO�7RROV
To be able to edit data sets inside the TOSMANA program some effort has been made to

make this possible in a convenient way, but there are still a couple of minor bugs to be fixed,

and the editing interface still needs improvements. To make migrating to TOSMANA easy, a

filter to import CSV files created with Excel has been written as well as a data importer from

the SAV format used by SPSS. Also, it is possible to export data sets created with

TOSMANA to a plain text file, which can be read by most spreadcheat programs, while

TOSMANA saves the data sets for its own use as XML-files.

7KH�7KUHVKROGVHWWHU
As stated above, one main problem using QCA is setting the threshold to transform interval-

scaled data into dichotomous or ordinal data. Using a good threshold is essential for the

reliability and the theoretical applicability of the solutions found using QCA or MVQCA.

Therefore, to facilitate the selection of thresholds several additional aids are included in

TOSMANA. The first visual aid is the “ Thresholdsetter” . This tool, which can be accessed

from the main editor window, allows to manipulate the thresholds within a variable while

viewing the data distribution.7 While the selection, in the end, also has to be made from a

theoretical point of view, and should be done very carefully, the thresholdsetter is meant to

show the user where the threshold(s) has/have been set at a bad place: Imagine a variable with

the values {0.4, 1.0,4.0,4.5,5.4,6.0,8.2,9.9}. As the values are all between 0 and 10, it would

seem obvious to place the threshold at the value 5.0. But this would “ cut”  between the values

4.5 and 5.4 and would separate two very near data points. If this variable is revised with the

Thresholdsetter (see Figure 1), this can be discovered and the threshold(s) can be set in

another way.

                                                
7 Please refer to the TOSMANA User Manual for an instruction on how to use the software (see Cronqvist
2003a).
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)LJXUH����7KH�7KUHVKROGVHWWHU�LQFOXGHG�LQ�WKH�7260$1$�6RIWZDUH

It must be mentioned here that all data points shown in the Thresholdsetter are of equal colour

and shape, and that there is no difference between the cases with different values on the

outcome variable. This ensures that the outcome value is not considered when placing the

thresholds.

In addition, it is possible to perform a simple cluster analysis to classify the values into a

limited number of categories. This is based on a very simple implementation for the time

being, and one of the next enhancements of TOSMANA will be an advisory tool, which will

assist the user when deciding how fine a subset should be defined. This seems necessary,

because it is difficult to decide in advance how fine the division has to be: If too few

thresholds are used, many contradictions may occur. Conversely, if too many thresholds are

used, cases are singularized and no useful synthesis can be made.

9LVXDOL]HU
To allow easy visualisations of a Boolean data set, a “ Visualizer”  is provided with

TOSMANA, which can draw a data set containing up to four variables. The drawing created

can be displayed in colours or black-and-white. Within the drawing, a selected solution can be

highlighted. In this way, students new to the subject can gain a first “ feeling”  on how data are
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represented within Boolean analysis, and how the reduction is achieved, when two “ nearby

sub-sets”  are merged.

The graphic created with the “ Visualizer”  can be saved to a bitmap file. Some further options

allow the case labels to be written in the diagram, or to show variable labels in varying

lengths.

)LJXUH����'LVWULEXWLRQ�RI�FDVHV�VKRZQ�E\�WKH�9LVXDOL]HU

����� 8VLQJ�WKH�IXOO�SRVVLELOLWLHV�RI�WHFKQLFDO�GHYHORSPHQW�±�3ODFLQJ�7260$1$
2QOLQH

TOSMANA is realised in the new computer language C# (C-Sharp) with use of the .NET

Framework. In this way software development has not only become more comfortable and

efficient, but it also opens up completely new possibilities in the way QCA can be presented

and taught. With the newly developed .NET Framework, Microsoft also realised a new web

language (ASP.NET) for their server software, which allows code written for desktop

computers to be included in online applications8. For TOSMANA, this means that the code

for the synthesis of data sets can also be applied to online applications without changes, the

computer-user interface only has to be adapted to the web environment.

                                                
8 A technical but still understandable introduction to the .NET Framework can be found on the Microsoft website
at http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/dnguinet/html/drguinet0_update.asp .
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)LJXUH����7KH�FRGH�IRU�WKH�V\QWKHVLV�RI�WKH�DOJRULWKP�DQG�WKH�GDWD�VWUXFWXUH�LV�XVHG�E\�ERWK�WKH�RQOLQH
DSSOLFDWLRQ�DQG�WKH�GHVNWRS�SURJUDP
This allows the analysis of data sets on every computer with internet access, as the software is

entirely run on the server and the client computer is only used for the human-computer

interface part, so that no software has to be installed on the PC of the user.9 This can

encourage non-QCA users to test TOSMANA, as no software has to be installed and so its use

becomes more convenient.

Furthermore, and more importantly, teaching QCA can be enriched by direct hands-on

learning: An introductory course for QCA can be placed on the web and the examples used

there can be directly employed by the students within the same web site. As the design of the

web interface is not very much different from the design of the window design used in

TOSMANA, the users should have no major problems understanding the desktop version of

TOSMANA.

Currently, this is the latest part of the TOSMANA project, and only the interface for Boolean

QCA has been adapted for online use and been tested with some data sets, but it is already

possible to use own data sets created with TOSMANA with this online tool. The tool can be

tested on the web site http://online-qca.tosmana.net. Further developments will also allow the

usage of multi-value scales as well as improved data handling.

                                                
9 It has to be mentioned that there still are restrictions for using TOSMANA in this way. The first is, that
capacity is more limited when an internet server is used, so that only “ small”  data sets (with a maximum of six to
eight variables) can be used online. Secondly, ideally every browser should be able to interact with the
TOSMANA server, but currently it seems that only the Internet Explorer from version 6 is showing the interface
without problems.

TOSMANA
Graphic User Interface (PC)

TOSMANA
Internet Application (PC)

Synthesis Engine (algorithm + data structure)
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��� 8VLQJ�WKH�SRVVLELOLWLHV�RI�7RVPDQD�±�$Q�([DPSOH
In one of the first published applications of QCA in political science, Dirk Berg-Schlosser and

Gisèle De Meur (1994) tested several major hypotheses on the conditions of the breakdown or

survival of democratic political systems in Interwar Europe. One of the hypotheses tested was

the influence of the four socio-economic variables discussed by Lipset (wealth,

industrialization, education, and urbanization) in his book 3ROLWLFDO�0DQ�(1963). According to

his proposition that a high level of socio-economic development (“ modernisation” ) enhances

the chances of a sustainable democracy (Berg-Schlosser/De Meur 1994: 255), the following

four variables are used to express this. :HDOWK is measured by the gross national product per

capita (ca. 1930). 8UEDQL]DWLRQ is measured as the portion of the population living in towns

with more than 20000 inhabitants. ,QGXVWULDOL]DWLRQ�is measured as the share of the industrial

labour force (incl. mining) of the active population. The raw data set is presented in Table 2.10

�! !"$#&% ' (*)$+��! ,+ -$.$/0 1)$% 2� 435% 6�#&.& $�&78% )$'$39 1/ :*;�<>=�?�@BA

AUS 720 33,4 98 33,4 0
BEL 1098 60,5 94,4 48,9 1
CZE 586 69 95,9 37,4 1
FIN 590 22 99,1 22 1
FRA 983 21,2 96,2 34,8 1
GER 795 56,5 98 40,4 0
GRE 390 31,1 59,2 28,1 0
HUN 424 36,3 85 21,6 0
ITA 517 31,4 72,1 29,6 0
NET 1008 78,8 99,9 39,3 1
POL 350 37 76,9 11,2 0
POR 320 15,3 38 23,1 0
ROM 331 21,9 61,8 12,2 0
SPA 367 43 55,6 25,5 0
SWE 897 34 99,9 32,3 1
UK 1038 74 99,9 49,9 1

7DEOH����/LSVHW¶V�,QGLFDWRUV��'DWD�WDNHQ�IURP�%HUJ�6FKORVVHU��������
In their article, Berg-Schlosser and De Meur then set the threhold values, which are used to

categorise the data into four dichotomised variables, so that they “ seem to be in line with

Lipset’s basic arguments”  (Berg-Schlosser / De Meur 1994: 256). The threshold for the JURVV
QDWLRQDO�SURGXFW�SHU�FDSLWD is set to $600; the threshold for XUEDQL]DWLRQ� is set to 50%; the

threshold for OLWHUDF\ is set to 75% and finally the threshold for LQGXVWULDOL]DWLRQ�is set to 30%.

Using these thresholds the following dichotomized data was created (see Table 3).

                                                
10 In this paper a revised data set (see Berg-Schlosser 2002) is used, so that slight changes to the calculations in
Berg-Schlosser / De Meur (1994) appear.
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CASEID GNPCAP URBANIZA LITERACY INDLAB Outcome
SWE 1 0 1 1 1
FIN 0 0 1 0 1
BEL 1 1 1 1 1
NET 1 1 1 1 1
FRA 1 0 1 1 1
UK 1 1 1 1 1
CZE 0 1 1 1 1
AUS 1 0 1 1 0
GER 1 1 1 1 0
ITA 0 0 0 0 0
HUN 0 0 1 0 0
ROM 0 0 0 0 0
POR 0 0 0 0 0
SPA 0 0 0 0 0
GRE 0 0 0 0 0
POL 0 0 1 0 0

7DEOH����'DWD�IURP�7DEOH���DV�GLFKRWRPRXV�YDULDEOHV
The Truth-table for this data set is given in Table 4.

CASEID GNPCAP URBANIZA LITERACY INDLAB Outcome
SWE,FRA,AUS 1 0 1 1 C
FIN,HUN,POL 0 0 1 0 C
BEL,NET,UK,GER 1 1 1 1 C
CZE 0 1 1 1 1
ITA ,ROM,POR,SPA,GRE 0 0 0 0 0

7DEOH����7UXWK�WDEOH��/LSVHW¶V�,QGLFDWRUV
If a Boolean synthesis to the cases with the outcome 0 (excluding logical remainders) is

performed, the following solution is found:

(S1a) GNPCAP{0}URBANIZA{0}LITERACY{0}INDLAB{0}
(ITA,ROM,POR,SPA,GRE)

Five cases are explained by this solution.

If the logical remainders are included, the following solution is found:

(S1b) LITERACY{0}
(ITA,ROM,POR,SPA,GRE)

For the outcome 1, the following solution is found explaining only one case (excluding logical

remainders):

(S2) GNPCAP{0}URBANIZA{1}LITERACY{1}INDLAB{1}
(CZE)  

For both outcome values, only one logical configuration represents the outcome, so that

without including logical remainders no further synthesis can be performed.

In this Boolean table many contradictions occur. These are combinations in which cases have

the same values for the independent variables (causes), but show different outcomes. This

indicates that the variables used with these thresholds cannot explain the different outcomes,

as the independent variables are equal, but the outcome is different. When this occurs, it can

mean that other variables must be found to explain the phenomenon. But it can also be the

result of badly chosen thresholds. In this example, seven of the fifteen cases are in

contradictory configurations, which means that almost half of the cases are not covered by the

solutions found.
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In his paper contrasting multiple macro-qualitative and macro-quantitative methods, Berg-

Schlosser (2002) argues that this high number of contradictions might be due to the

“ relatively crude dichotomization procedure”  (Berg-Schlosser 2002: 13), which accounts for

a loss of precision. He therefore decided to split the JQS�FDS�variable into four parts using

three thresholds at {400,600,800} and thus creating four dichotomous variables representing

this new classification. As a result, he obtained a truth table with only two contradictory

cases.

We will now review the JQS�FDS variable using the TOSMANA software, and we see that

using a single threshold at $600 is an unfortunate choice, as the data points can only be

separated with a great loss of data precision.11

Using a simple cluster analysis with the Thresholdsetter provided by TOSMANA, we can cut

the variable into three subsets which seems to be a reasonable division into countries with

low, middle, and high values of JQS�FDS (see Figure 4).

)LJXUH����7KH�YDULDEOH�JQS�FDS�GLYLGHG�LQWR�WKUHH�VXEVHWV�ZLWK�WKH�WKUHVKROG�YDOXHV�RI�����DQG����
This divides the variable into three parts. Two of them contain data points relatively close to

each other. The five “ low”  values are quite similar as well as the five “ high”  values. The cases

in between are not really closely related, but it seems more appropriate to include them into

one group than dividing them further, as the scale would become too fine-graded.

We will use these subsets for a MVQCA synthesis below, but first the other variables are

reviewed. For the variable OLWHUDF\, the choice of the threshold 75% also creates a problem.

                                                
11 This is mainly due to the fact that the values are spread on a scale between 320 and 1098 and there is no real
visible division into two parts.
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)LJXUH����'LVWULEXWLRQ�RI�OLWHUDF\�YDOXHV�ZLWK�D�WKUHVKROG�RI�����DQG�WKH�PHDQ�RI�������
Here, Italy is assigned the Boolean value of � with an original value of 72,1%, while Poland

with a value of 76,9% is taken as highly literate. In fact, viewing the data shows a division

into two parts: One half having a very high literacy rate (above 90%) and the other half

below.

)LJXUH����'LVWULEXWLRQ�RI�OLWHUDF\�YDOXHV�ZLWK�D�WKUHVKROG�RI�����
This choice of threshold has, of course, to be checked for its theoretical justification (as every

threshold should be), but there seems to be no artificial cut between the data points any more.

It also can be considered further, whether the countries with low OLWHUDF\ should be divided

into subsets of YHU\�ORZ and ORZ.

Using these thresholds provides a much clearer matrix:
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7DEOH����'DWD�PDWUL[�ZLWK�PXOWL�YDOXH�VFDOHV��7KUHVKROGV��*13&$3��^�������`��85%$1,=$��^���`�
/,7(5$&<��^���`��,1'/$%��^��`
In the dichotomised data set there were seven cases with contradictory configurations, now

there is only one contradictory configuration representing two cases. For the outcome 0, this

can be minimized to the solution (using logical remainders):

(S3) LITERACY{0}  + GNPCAP{1}URBANIZA{0}INDLAB{1}  
(ITA+HUN,GRE,SPA,POL,ROM,POR)  + (AUS)  

This solution is similar to the one calculated with dichotomous scales (S1b) but more cases

are covered by this solution: Due to the change of thresholds, more cases with the outcome 0

have been categorized as cases with a OLWHUDF\ value of 0, while $XVWULD is no longer

contradicting another case, but is placed in a logical configuration of its own due to the

changed JQS�FDS variable.

For the outcome 1 the change is even more important. The solution found is now

(S4) GNPCAP{2}  + LITERACY{1}INDLAB{0}  
(BEL,UK,NET+FRA,SWE)  + (FIN)  

Due to the new classification of the JQS�FDS�variable, five cases with the outcome 1 have been

identified as cases with a very high value on this variable, and Finland is identified as a

special case with a medium level of JQS�FDS�low industrialization, but high literacy.

These results thus test and differentiate Lipset’s more sweeping proposition that economic

wealth improves the chance for a stable democracy, at least for the cases and the period

considered.

One possibility provided by TOSMANA is to try different levels of the thresholds for a

variable. By this, a “ relative factor”  can be incorporated in the analysis: In a global

perspective, Portugal for example has a high gross national product per capita (relative to

most African states), but if an analysis of West-European states is made, this information

seems worthless, as all these states have a high gnp per capita. Thus, if the gnp/cap variable is

used in a European context, a different threshold may be chosen to differentiate among these

cases to identify some less “ consolidated”  democracies in Lipset’s sense.

CASEID GNPCAP URBANIZA LITERACY INDLAB Outcome
BEL,UK,NET 2 1 1 1 1
FRA,SWE 2 0 1 1 1
GER,CZE 1 1 1 1 C
AUS 1 0 1 1 0
FIN 1 0 1 0 1
ITA 1 0 0 0 0
HUN,GRE,SPA,POL,ROM,POR 0 0 0 0 0
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��� &RQFOXVLRQ
In TOSMANA, a number of new ideas have been introduced to make the use of QCA more

diversified and productive. Surely, there are still many meaningful expansions possible.

Further ideas are always welcome. With the inclusion of multi-valued variables one of the

main problems of QCA, the strict use of dichotomous variables, has been addressed. Although

many contradictions can disappear using multi-valued scales and data can be represented in

subsets closer to reality, there are still a number of questions surrounding the use of these

variables. The main challenge is to find a suitable set of thresholds, which divides a variable

into subsets in a way which makes these neither appear as purely artificial groupings nor

making the number too large to allow a meaningful synthesis. Some of the additional tools

incorporated into TOSMANA, as the example given above has demonstrated, allows for such

more flexible and transparent procedures and a better critical and more differentiated

“ dialogue between theory and data” .
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